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Enjoy the calmness of the sea and the serenity of the
mountain. A program that guarantees that will bring you

closer to the tranquility of Nature. Enjoy 3 days at sea,
traveling by sailboat and relaxing in the turquoise waters

of the Sporades and then rejuvenate through relaxing
activities such as pilates, familiarize with special species
of Pelion herbs , hiking meditation and kayaking in the

caves on the beach where MAMMA MIA was filmed.
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DAY 1. 
We get aboard at 14.00. You meet your captain and he makes a first
presentation of the sailing trip and will help you accommodate on board.
You set sail and the first stop is Koukounaries beach for a swim. It is also
called Golden Sand and is one of the most award-winning beaches in the
Mediterranean. It has many water sports options as well as beach bars and
restaurants. Arrive at the main port of the Skiathos. Get to know the nightlife
of the central island of the Northern Sporades. Stroll through its alleys,
explore places with a unique sunset and taste the local flavors. 

DAY 3 
After breakfast on board or in Chora - we leave behind us the main port of Skopelos
for a swim and a lot of sunbathing sailing on the West side of the island. All beaches

we visit are breathtaking with turquoise waters and the pine trees reaching the
sand. We drop anchor for swim & snorkeling. Early in the afternoon, we arrive at one
of the most famous sailing destinations, Panormos. Here we anchor and spend the
night in a bay, moored in the pine trees. The scenery is very romantic and a night
swim is often a great experience for many visitors. By using the tender the captain
will take you out on the shore. There are beach bars, taverns, and car/bike rentals

in case you want to rent a vehicle for the round of the island. 

In case you wish to also visit Alonissos and the
Sea Park then we will alter the program and add

two more overnights. 

 We approach the beaches of Stafylos and Kastani for swimming and snorkeling. Arrive at
the main port of Skopelos. Walk to the picturesque kalnterimi (alleys) and view the sunset in

Acropoli- Chora. It's a highlight. Also, the island offers a variety of tavernas, and restaurants
will fulfill everybody’s expectations. 

 

DAY 2 
After a good rest and a small

morning walk on the island we begin
our sail to Skopelos. 70% of Skopelos is

a pine forest that in many cases the
pines reach the sandy beaches to give
us their shade. Also, the settlements of
Skopelos have been characterized as

protected due to their architecture.
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DAY 5. Today the day is dedicated to our inner peace and rejuvenation. After
breakfast our tutor specialized in PILATES will help you workout both your
body and soul. It focuses on proper balance, control, breathing, movement
flow and concentration. After the end of the session we start the hike with our
herbalist, starting the hotel. On our way we will meet various species of Pelion
flora and an extensive reference to their use and importance will take place.
You will have the chance to collect some herbs under the guidance of our
herbalist. After the return to the hotel you will create your own oils, creams,
bath salts and face masks. A vegetarian snack with antioxidant tea and water
with lemon is given before the start of the workshop. After the end of the
workshop apply to yourself your own, fresh face masks and relax on the 
hotel terrace..Free time and Dinner.

The whole coastline of this side of Pelion is full of coves, caves and the
mountain vegetation reaches the shores. A beautiful way to explore the

coastline is KAYAK. After a short acquaintance with this mild sport we
start the tour in the area. We stop for a snack and then explore the caves
. Return to the main beach for a swim and relax. Free time and a tsipouro

with local delicacies awaits you in this setting of green and blue. On the
way back to the hotel we visit one of the most picturesque villages; Kissos.

Visit the main paved square and the church of Agia Marina with the
wooden temple of the 13th century. Small stop for greek coffee in the

nearby kafenio (coffee shop). Return to the Hotel. Dinner.
 

DAY 6 
After breakfast we drive heading

the East Coast of Pelion and
specifically the famous beach of

Damouchari, one of the places
where MAMMIA MIA was filmed.
Damouchari is one of the most

photographed beach of the
area.  

DAY 7 Shortly before your departure you enjoy a tasteful breakfast
in Pleiades overlooking the Aegean. With a scroll down in the photo

gallery of your mobile we wish that we will reschedule our
rendezvous.

*The program may change based on weather
conditions.
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  We pass through Pelion villages known for their preserved architecture as we
climb altitude the coolness of the mountain lures us. Stop in one of the most

famous villages, the beautiful Tsagarada. Visit the Central Square of Tsagarada.
Snack under the famous Pine tree (Platanos). His age is over 1000 years old. His

perimeter is around 15 m and visiting a central square is one of the most
representing experiences in mountain Pelion. Arrive at our new base, the Pleiades
Hotel. Accommodate to the rooms. Anyone who wishes can take a short walk on a
forest path very close to the hotel to soak up the rejuvenation that Pelion has to
offer so generously. After our sailing trip the passage to Pelion, at the top of this

gentle, verdant mountain enchants. Dinner at the terrace of the hotel, overlooking
the Aegean and Pagasitikos Gulf. 

DAY 4. 
The journey of return begins.

Arrive in Platanias at 10.00. For those who wish it can swim in
Platanias and then we depart for the mythical mountain. The
route we follow is full of dense vegetation, water springs, and
the view of the East Coastline with many beautiful beaches

(Damouchari, Mulopotamos, Fakistra).


